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Figure 1: A koala bear image with low resolution turns into one with high resolution after applying upscaling by local self-examples.

Abstract

Many super-resolution algorithms have been proposed for upscal-
ing static images, yet upscaling video footages in real-time with
descent quality remains a challenging problem. In this work, we
started out developing a super-resolution video player based on up-
scaling from local self-examples[Freedman and Fattal 2010], for
the approach is essentially suitable for applications where maintain-
ing temporal coherences between frames is critical. The algorithm
takes advantage of the fact that a natural image patch is similar to
some of its neighboring patches, and thus is redundant within its
locality. Therefore, it utilizes neighboring patches, namely, self-
examples, as hints on the high-frequency detail that is lost in in-
terpolative upscaling. High two-dimensional locality in image ac-
cessing pattern makes this algorithm an excellent candidate to be
parallelized and implemented on commodity GPUs. With CUDA,
we achieved a 75-times acceleration and a frame rate of about 20
fps for 1.5-times on-line upscaling of video of VCD quality.
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1 Introduction

As capacity of data storage enhances, archiving video footages un-
der higher resolution becomes affordable as well as reasonable.
However, due to the rapid alternation of generations in video-
storing and viewing devices, quality of footages stored in older for-
mats soon becomes unsatisfying compared to the rising standard.
With this in mind, many image and video upscaling algorithms have
been proposed and designed, enabling one to improve the resolution
of images and video files with minimum user intervention. Despite
the extent of automation of these algorithms, users may still con-
sider the converting procedure troublesome. This calls for the need
of a video player which can upscale input video files in real-time
and directly output the processed frames of high quality onto a dis-
playing device.

Here, we briefly discuss several notable design concepts of image
upscaling algorithms that have been proposed as the backgrounds
of our work.

Multiple Frame Image Reconstruction Fundamentally, image
upscaling can be regarded as upsampling the detected image space
at subpixel precision. Therefore, it is evident that one may construct
a super-resolution frame by compositing a set of low-resolution
frames with no change in the scene but with restricted camera trans-
lation and rotation in between images. Since these camera displace-
ments can hardly move across distances in exact multiples of pixel
length, subpixel colors can be sampled out with higher accuracy
once camera movements are estimated and all images get well reg-
istered.[Farsiu et al. 2004]

Example-Based High-Frequency Component Guessing In
another approach of image upscaling, the algorithm is trained
with consider amount of natural images, generating a database of
smoothed natural image patches with their respective patches of
high-frequency component. Schematically, the pairs of patches
stored in database serve as examples of ideal upscaling. Thus, by
interpolatively upsample the input image and find the closest match
among smoothed patches in the database for each patch from the
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input, corresponding high frequency bands are filled in as guesses
of the missing detail after interpolation.[Freeman et al. 2002]

Single Image High-Frequency Component Guessing While
in example-based image upscaling algorithms, super-resolution in-
formation is guessed through consulting an external set of “role
models” in upscaling, it is found to be sufficient by only consulting
pairs of patches acquired internally, that is, using pairs of patches of
smoothed and unprocessed input image as examples.[Glasner et al.
2009] This not only improves the performance of the algorithm, but
also reduces artifacts resulting from referencing an examplar patch
that has a similar appearance to the consultant, yet captures totally
different content. In addition, for a piece of texture tends to lay re-
peatedly in a natural image, robustness of the algorithm is reached
due to adequate amount of related examples.

Among the proposed approaches, single image super-resolution
performs relatively best in the aspect of efficiency and quality. Yet,
to our knowledge, the throughputs of all proposed image or video
upscaling algorithms, when implemented on CPUs and applied to
images or video files of reasonable resolutions, are not fast enough
for real-time applications. Furthermore, on turning to GPUs for ac-
celeration, sparse memory access pattern in the database of exam-
plar patches limits the improvement in efficiency after paralleliza-
tion is carried out. In addition, patch-by-patch nature in these al-
gorithms severely corrupts temporal coherence between frames in
video footages.

Recently, the work by Freedman and Fattal[Freedman and Fattal
2010], upscaling from local self-examples, has provided a feasi-
ble solution to the bottleneck and the issue in temporal coherence.
Their algorithm sets the framework for our super-resolution video
player, and is introduced in detail in the next section.

2 Upscaling from Local Self-Examples

For each patch in a natural image, its slightly downscaled version
closely resembles a crop from the original patch of image. Con-
versely, a crop from the slightly upscaled image obtains similar ap-
pearance to the original image. Therefore, in the mentioned sin-
gle image super-resolution algorithm, the searching space for patch
matching can be narrowed down to a window convering an area of
specific proximity to the consulting patch, as a patch of image is
locally redundant. Note that local patch redundancy is valid only in
slight upscaling and downscaling.

Basically, the algorithm utilizes a patch of the original image in a
restricted window as the hint for high frequency detail in a patch
of the output image. The upscaling scheme is presented in figure
2. To assure local patch redundancy, only small scaling factors are
allowed in the scheme. Nevertheless, large scaling factors can be
achieved by running the algorithm several times in a row.

Figure 2: Scheme of upscaling by local self-examples.

The method is now described. At the beginning, the input image
I is utilized to construct three auxiliary images, an interpolatively
upsampled image, U(I), the blurred input image, D(U(I)) and
the high-frequency components in the input image I − D(U(I)),
where U and D respectively denote upsampling and downsampling
operators. Next, for each patch p ⊂ U(I), one looks for the most
similar patch q(p) ⊂ D(U(I)) within a small window located at
the corresponding center of p. Finally, when q(p) is found for p,
the boundary of q(p) is utilized to crop out a patch h(p) from the
map of high-frequency component. This value of this patch is hence
added into U(I), forming the upscaled image,

upscale(I) = U(I) +
∑
p

h(p). (1)

What remains to be defined is the upsampling and downsam-
pling operators. We followed the works by Freedman and Fat-
tal[Freedman and Fattal 2010], implementing non-dyadic filters,
which are filters that upsample or downsample frames by non-
power-of-two factors, for the operators. To achieve high quality of
the output image, the upsampling and the downsampling operators
must have specific properties, which are uniform scaling, low fre-
quency span, singulariy preservation and consistent reproduction.
To construct filters maintaining these properties is an essentially
sophisticated issue, and we redirect interesting readers to the work
by Freedman and Fattal for further information.

3 GPU Adaption and Optimization

There exists several reasons why we choose upscaling from local
self-example to be the framework of our super-resolution video
player. First of all, the algorithm itself is directly parallelizable.
Works regarding to each pixel or each patch are independent and
can be cleanly separated. Another reason is that each access pat-
tern to data utilized by the algorithm is of high ordeliness, and can
be optimized by appropriately deployed data storage onto a specific
memory device in GPU specialized in certain functionalities. The
system is implemented with CUDA, and incorporates the OpenCV
library for video-decoding.

With respect to the reusability of CUDA kernels in the algorithm,
we divide the algorithm into three parts, an upsampling function,
a downsampling function and a patch-matching/filling function,
whose names are self-explanatory. Since the non-dyadic filters
provided are one-dimensional, the upsampling and downsampling
function each invokes two kernels, respectively applying the filter
to a frame horizontally and vertically. In the patch-matching/filling
function, we reuse the upsampling and downsampling functions for
evaluating the smoothed image. The evaluation the high-frequency
image, however, is simply implemented on CPU, whose execution
takes up less than 3% of total time (about 2 milliseconds per frame).
Finally, the function performs searching for the closest patches us-
ing these already computed images and outputs the upscaled frame
after filling in the high-frequency components.

3.1 Optimized Data Deployment on GPU Memories

Since upscaling by local self-examples is inevitably a memory-
bound algorithm where considerable access to several image maps
and filters are required, the efficiency of the video player depends
on memory reads and writes with short delays and high through-
puts. Therefore, it is anticipated that the performance of the system
can be greatly improved through storing image maps and filters onto
GPU memories that are suitable for their access patterns.



Version CPU Naı̈ve GPU Texture/Constant Memory Register Spilling Avoided Shared Memory
Processing Time Per Frame 4500 ms 800 ms 220 ms 120 ms 60 ms

Improvement 1.0× 5.6× 20.5× 37.5× 75×

Table 1: List of performance improvements in several milestone versions of the video player.

As the algorithm only reads from the input video frames, smoothed
images and high-frequency images once their pixels are evaluated,
we stored them in the texture memory in 1D. While we first pre-
dicted that storing the images as 2D textures can be benificial, an
experiment shows limited performance improvement perhaps due
to the domination of per-row and per-colomn operations in the up-
sampling and downsampling operators. Nevertheless, it is obvious
that the execution time per frame significantly decreases when the
texture memory is involved.

In addition to image maps, another piece of data being intensively
read by the upsampling and downsampling kernels is the set of pre-
computed coefficients for the non-dyadic filter. These coefficients
are not modified throughout the algorithm. Hence, by simply stor-
ing the coefficients in the constant memory, whose access delay is
only slightly longer than a register’s, the performance greatly im-
proves.

3.2 Workloads for Blocks and Threads

One core aspect to optimizing a GPU program written in CUDA is
to properly divide the computational labor to blocks each contain-
ing an adequate amount of threads. The number of threads per block
is of critical importance. While having too few threads per block
cannot hide memory latency, having too many threads per block re-
sults in register pressure and spilling to local memory. Considering
the width and height of several widely applied video standards, we
decided to make each block in the upsampling and downsampling
kernels the non-dyadic filter to exactly one row or one column of
pixels. Each pixel is handled with a thread. We tuned the number
of threads per block to a satisfying occupancy under common sizes
of input video.

Now that the numbers of blocks and threads are decided, the shared
memory for each block can be allocated and brought into usage. In
the upsampling and downsampling kernel, all the threads first work
together to bring from texture the pixels in a row or a column to
the shared memory. After synchronization, each thread then starts
out doing their own work, calculating the convolution at a specific
pixel on the output image plane. This approach relates to a popu-
lar CUDA programming pattern, in which all threads collectively
prepares for shared data before individually exploiting a subset of
them as the ingredient for calculation.

For the patch-matching kernel, a thread is responsible for one patch
in the upsampled space. In our work, each patch is of a 3 pixels ×
3 pixels size, and searches for the most similar patch in a local 5
pixels × 5 pixels window. The kernel itself is a direct implementa-
tion without much optimization, because according to the measured
time profile, this is relatively not a bottleneck comparing with the
upsampling and downsampling procedures.

3.3 Interoperability with OpenGL

An issue in building a GPU accelerated video player is the unavoid-
able delay caused by moving video frames between the host mem-
ory and the device memory, for the hard disk are only accessible on
the CPU side. In our naı̈ve GPU implementation of the system, this
delay of approximately 15 milliseconds in average does not give a
great impact on the overall performance. However, as the system is

Figure 3: Comparison between upscaling by local self-examples
and bilinear interpolation with scaling factor of 1.5 by applying
the procedure to a same image of flower.

gradually optimized, the delay remains a constant, contributing to
about 25 % of the execution time and needs to be resolved.

To cut the delay half, the CUDA-specific functionalitiy of interop-
erating with OpenGL is utilized. The reduction in delay is achieved
by directly showing the upscaled result in GPU, rather than moving
it back to the host memory and display the processed frame on the
screen with OpenCV. We register an OpenGL pixel buffer object to
CUDA in the initialization phase of the system. After the content of
the pixel buffer object is manipulated with the mentioned kernels,
CUDA returns the priviledges of reading and writing the object to
OpenGL. The object is then bound to a piece of texture and drawn
onto the screen with OpenGL.

4 Results and Discussion

Before we adapted the algorithm to GPU, we built an image upscal-
ing tool based on upscaling by local-self example for verification.
The CPU version running on a Intel Core i5 2410M takes about 4.5
seconds in average to upscale an image of 360 pixels × 270 pixels
1.5 times. In the naı̈ve GPU adapation where simple parallelization
of the algorithm is carried out and all data are stored on the global
device memory, the average processing time per frame is about 800
milliseconds running on a NVidia GeForce GT540M, showing the
brute-force computational power of GPU. After the optimization
strategies mentioned in the previous section are applied, the final
processing time per frame is 60 milliseconds (or 17 fps) in average.
The processing time per frame in several important milestone ver-
sions of our super-resolution video player is listed in table 1. See
figures 1 and 3 for results produced with the algorithm.

A link to a side-by-side comparison of a video footage upsam-
pled with bilinear interpolation and the same footage upscaled in
real-time by self-examples is given as the supporting material of
our work. Although the enhanced noise from the input video file
and deformed texts can in times be observed in the output, the
quality of the result is generally descent. As Fattal and Freedman
suggested[Freedman and Fattal 2010], temporal coherece between
frames is well maintained and no additional flickering artifact is
found in the result. Generally speaking, applying the algorithm for
a super-resolution video player leads to satisfying outcome.

A major problem remains in our work is that we are not able to
upscale video with larger scaling factors, because in this case, the
same algorithm should be iteratively applied to the video and caus-



ing much longer proceessing delays. Therefore, we did not achieve
real-time video upscaling for target output resolution higher than
1.5-times the original resolution. However, since certain parts of the
algorithm, such as the patch-matching kernel, have not been thor-
oughly tuned and optimized, further improvements in efficiency of
GPU accelerated upscaling by local self-examples can be positively
anticipated. This problem awaits future research to resolve.
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